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Fusion CQM
Core Measure Reporting
You already know that your organization
provides quality healthcare. Documenting and
gathering metrics to detail the quality healthcare
you provide is required for you to optimize
your reimbursement from CMS and meet
accreditation standards with JCAHO. Value-based
purchasing initiatives will continue to expand and
demand more time and focus from your quality
staﬀ for many years to come. Fusion CQM is
designed to provide you with the expert tools
you need to help document, gather and report
on quality objectives.
Dolbey has designed Fusion CQM™ as a browser
based, intuitive tool that requires minimal
integration and IT resources to implement.
Your quality team can be taking advantage of
the powerful tools on day one. With options
for automatic abstraction, Fusion CQM+™
adds speed, accuracy and automation to the
entire quality reporting process for peak team
performance.

Fusion CQM+
Automate Quality Initiatives

Smart Workflow
Fusion CQM+ can analyze documents in real-

•

time to identify patient charts that fall into a
measured population. This streamlines staﬀ

meeting reporting requirements
•

eﬀort and eliminates valuable time spent
manually reviewing documentation. Let Fusion

•
•

Dashboards provide real-time progress
toward quarterly goals

•

quarterly reporting requirements and provides
daily and weekly goals of charts that require

Skip logic eliminates unnecessary quality
abstraction and saves time

meaningful feedback that focuses on improving
patient care. Fusion CQM is mindful of your

Automatically and concurrently identify
qualifying charts for review

CQM+ track your documentation progress
while patients are still receiving care to provide

Eliminate manual eﬀort in monitoring and

Skills based routing sends charts for review to
the staﬀ best skilled by measure set

•

Electronic submission to both CMS and JCAHO

review to end each quarter with enough charts
to meet the reporting requirements.

Optional Automatic Language Processing
Fusion CQM+™ adds the exclusive power of healthcare tuned Natural Language Processing
(NLP) technology which is capable of scanning your electronic health record to identify
relevant diagnostic events that require the quality team’s review. Fusion CQM+ can aid in
oﬀering suggested answers within a measure set for validation by your quality staﬀ.

Enable Concurrent Quality Reviews

Retrospective quality reviews can only serve to

Concurrent review also provides the opportunity

identify missed opportunities in charting or care

to be proactive in educating staﬀ regarding

routines. Fusion CQM+ can perform concurrent

problems that have historically been trouble

reviews which can alert you to opportunities to fix

spots in either care protocols or documentation

documentation for quality metrics that may have

habits. As soon as a diagnosis is documented

been met but not properly documented. While

in a patient chart, Fusion CQM+, using NLP, will

the patient is still receiving care, Fusion CQM+

“read” and report the case to your quality staﬀ

will evaluate documentation to determine if they

to provide hands-on guidance to ensure that

will become part of a measure set population.

metrics are not missed.

Quality staﬀ now has the ability to alert the care
teams of documentation requirements before
the patient is discharged.

Fusion CQM+ requires Fusion CAC™, Powered by EMscribe®

Dolbey
Since 1914, Dolbey has delivered timely solutions with an emphasis on customer satisfaction.
Our expert solutions, coupled with 24 hour support, make Dolbey the company to turn to
for your fast changing requirements.

Dictation, Transcription, Speech, Quality & Coding Solutions

Fusion Suite™
Fusion is a healthcare software solution designed to deliver modular digital dictation,
transcription, document management, speech recognition, coding and core measures in a
single, integrated solution.
Designed for departmental or enterprise-wide deployment, Fusion is the healthcare solution
that delivers improved productivity in an end-to-end solution.

How can we help you?
Find out how our award-winning solutions can add value to your organization. Contact us
or visit our website for more information.
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